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CHAPTER X
INraCDtJCTiaN
Advertising has been said to have originated in
the Stone Age when the expert mater of stone clubs
persuaded his fellows that they would be more sue*
cessful in hunting food and furs if they traded some
of their game for his dubs.
Early Greek and Hebrew history tells of the use
of signs and symbols to announce the sale of raerchaadisc.

It was far removed from the type of advertising

known today.
From ancient beginnings advertising has passed
through the stages of word-of-mouth crying of wares
in a community, and the pasting of small handbills
where crowds gathered, to the modern method of reach
ing scores of millions of people on the same day with
a manufacturer*s messages through newspapers, maga
zines, radio broadcasts, outdoor billboard, store dis
plays, and through circulars distributed by mail and
other means.

In modem times, advertising has become

an economic force of the first magnitude and a power
ful social force of fast-growing might.
At the national level are found countless ex
amples of highly successful advertising which actually

z
made certain products a household by-v/ord*

u:e also

findt at this level, examples of the effects of nonadvertising* James Pyle, the pioneer of modem ad
vertising, was a successful advertiser who later
quit advertising and attempted to coast on his
reputation* At the turn of the century, he was
spending $500,000 annually advertising pearline,
the best known and fastest selling washing powder*
In 1907, administrators of his estate attempted to
save a half million dollars by cutting off the
advertising program* seven years later, the plant
was sold for junk and Pyle«a Pearline became just a
well-worn statistic*!
Look lists other casualties such as St* Jacob*s
Oil, 2uZu Ginger snaps. Sweet Caporal Cigarettes,
Sunny Jim Cereal, and Sonera phonographs*2
At the retail level, which is the major concern
of this study, the benefits of advertising are just
as great but are probably less obvious* For example,
*A1 Look, /idygrtising at Retail (Denver, Colorado*
Gold Bell Press, 1958Preface•
2Ibid**

p* 5*

3

as stores change hands# the public soon forgets the
former owners.

Good advertising has made thousands

of stores successful# consistent advertising has kept
them popular.
Modern business is so highly competitive that the
retailer no longer sits back and waits for the world
to beat a path to his door to buy his "better" product.
He has learned the hard way, as well as vicariously
from national manufacturers, that the world will beat
a path past his door to the store of his advertising
neighbor. The major problem, then, for the retailer#
is not jdvy he should advertise, but how he should
advertise,
STATEMENT OP PROBLEM

f

The problem underlying this thesis iss

what

medium or media reach the consumer most effectively?
This problem resolves itself in another question!
What practices are used most in relation to amount
spent?
The problem of this study is stated in the foi
ling questions*
Do the dry goods stores use the service of
advertising agencies?
2. Are the expenditures budgeted?

4

3*

lien is the cost highest?

4* How is the cost determined?
3* v&at factors influence the use of various
media?

Jtkis study is not to be considered an end in it
self; for it is only concerned with facts about ad*
vartising practices, which may serve as a future
reference for dry goods stores.
PURPOSE OP STUDY
The purpose of the present study is to determine
the effectiveness of advertising practices of certain
retail dry goods establishments in Waco, Tessas.
The dry goods field is especially vulnerable to
competition.

In order to move goods fro© the stores

to the consumer profitably, the sales must show volume
and profit. Styles in clothing, especially for women
and girls, change so rapidly that what is fashionable
at the beginning of a season may be obsolete before
the end of the season.3
^The sack dress, for em^le, was originally
planned for a spring and summer fashion <1938) but
was posse' by May of that year. Many dress shops
took a terrific loss on the sack dress* Hie trapeze
dress suffered a similar fate.

5
An analysis of the advertising practices of the
stores used in this study may determine which adver
tising practices are the ®ost effective in preventing
such losses and which ones are most effective in pro
ducing a profit*
Bridge, in attempting to support his view on
advertising practices says that, almost every case,
sales per person have increased far beyond the growth
in population.

This means that advertising is creating

a great deal of new business besides simply switching
customers from one advertiser to another#4
LOCALS OP STUDY
Waco, Texas was selected as the locale for this
study because it was easily accessible to the writer#
ZS2ES £te32£i with figures based on the census
report of 1960, shows the population of Waco to be
97,808#5

The Chamber of Commerce of Waco, however,

includes fringe areas in its tabulation and, therefore,
places the population at 102,000#

4ilenry P# Bridge, Practical Advertising Ofew Yorfcx
Rinehart and Company, Xnc#, 1949), p# 18.
Sxeacaa Almanac# Dallas Morning flews, 1961-1962,
p# 610#

6
i&co, the county seat of McLennan County § is

the Metropolis of a number of Bast Central Tessas
counties*

There are small cities located within a

twenty*fivc mile radius of Waco*

Hie information

token from the Texas Almanac shows the population
of each city as follows:

Bellaead (5,127), McGregor

(4,642), Moody <1,074), Mart (2,197), West (2,130),

and Crawford <408)*6

Also in this area, there is

a United States Air Force Field*
Baylor University, one of the largest and oldest
universities in the state, is located on the south side
of Waco*

Paul Quinn College, a liberal arts, church*

affiliated college, is located on the east side of
Waco*

There are several hospitals in Waco, including

a large United States Veterans* hospital*
Its industries include automobile tires having
a national market, glass containers, Portland Cement,
still work, cotton seed oil, and dairy products*

SCOPE
Only dry goods stores which were located within
the city limits of Waco, Texas, were used la the present

6Ibid* * p* 610*

study* The writer coat acted twenty dry goods stores
listed as such by the iaco Chamber of Commerce#

itie

type of information presented here is primarily con
cerned with the advertising practices in twenty dry
goods stores*

Twenty stores indicated a willingness

to cooperate with the writer and9 therefore9 were in
cluded in the study*

,

,

LIMITATIONS OP STUDY
The present study is of necessity limited in
scope because of the sire of Whco*

A larger city,

Which would afford a better sample would* without
question* provide greater authoritative results*
A second limitation is that several of the stores
revealed that they belonged to a chain and that their
advertising was handled by a central office*

Such an

arrangement probably does not allow for individual
community differences or "local color" to be operative
in the advertisement make-up*
DeFXNlTXCNS OP TERMS
pry floods store#

In order to establish some uni

formity in description and classification, only stores

a
which sold soft goods were considered* Those that
handled hardware and a variety of other than soft
goods were excluded because it was assumed that this
type of store would not give significant data con*
corning dry goods*
in a combination advertisement which might in*
elude specials on baby pants, women*s skirts, tennis
racquets, and transistor radios, it would be difficult
to determine Just how really effective the advertise*
ment of baby pants and women*s skirts had been.7
Another reason is that there would be the difficulty
in determining the budget practices, especially if
there was just one budget for all advertising*
Therefore, the term dry floods store as used in
this study is employed to refer to those stores in
Waco, Texas which sell clothing for men, women, and
Children*
Stores:

large* medium* an^l small*

Some ides of

the relative size of the dry goods stores in «aco,
7Xt

is true that there are methods
effectiveness of such advertising might
such as coupons and/or give-aways* The
in the text assumes that only a general
was used*

by which the
be determined,
example cited
advertisement

9
Texan are presented in Figure 1, Page

to

. The siaes

of the store included small, medium, and large*
Almost half of tlie stores <45 per cent) were small
stores with 1 to 21 employees, mere than one-third
<35 per cent) were medium with 22 to 45 employees,
and one-fifth <20 per cent) were considered large stores
with 46 or more employees
Advertising is any paid form of non-personal
presentation of the facts about goods, services, or
ideas to a group*9
Media as referred to in the present study, are
the in-between, through or by which something is ac
complished by communications between manufacturers and
consumers to aid the selling of a product cm the mar
ket*
Oo-ooerative Advertising is a method of adver
tising wherein group action is used to supplement
individual action in buying more space at a lower rate
in informing the public*
®These criteria were artribarily established be
cause it was found that the store personnel seemed to
have used various standards in classifying their stores*
^Formulated by the Definition Committee of the
American Marketing Association,

3.0
Window Display is ©cans of using the stores*
window to advertise merchandise that are available
for sale.
MBXHODOUKY
The subject for the study was Dry Goods stores of
Waco, Texas. The study involved twenty dry goods
stores. In these stores, the owner, manager, or the
advertising manager participated in this study. The
study was limited to twenty dry goods stores and was
conducted during the year of 1060-62. The technique
involved in this study is one of utilising broad sur
vey procedures*
In preparing for this study, the investigator
decided that the question-answer technique should b#
used; this was in the form of the questionnaire and
the interview. The questionnaire is composed of
twenty-two major statement® about adverts.sa.ug prac
tices. (see Appendix A, page J£)«
Through research material secured from libraries,
the advertising bulletins received from the Department
of commerce in Washington, D. C», and interviews with
the personnel of the twenty dry goods stores, it was
possible to accumulate these essential facts about
advertising practices in ifaco, Texas.

CHAPTER IX

MMM RHTAIX, AOVERTXSXICJ PRACTICES
Fundamentally, the advertising problems of ail
stores are similar, wither they are department or
specialty stores; independent or chain stores; target
mediumt or siaall stores*
Advertising builds a reputation for a store and
increases the customer traffic and sales volume of
the store*

The successful accomplishment of these

aims rosults in the achievement of the retailer's
third and ultimate purpose, to increase the net pro
fit of the store*

If intelligently employed, con

tinuous advertising also helps, end to stabilise the
sales volume of the store during months Owsn business
would normally be dull and during periods of general
business depression.1
The retailer's first step is to define the ob
jectives and policies of his store*

He must ascertain

definitely what hind of store he wishes to have at the
end

of a period of years,

he should define clearly

the policies of his store in regard to the class of

^CHARLES M* Edwards and SDLUTT ti* HOWARD,
'
Promotion (Hew fork; prentice-
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customers that it is to seed# and the character of
the merchandise and the cervices that it is to offer#
A careful definition of the store's policies in these
il

matters will determine to a large degree the nature
and the forms of advertising that the store should
employ to attract customers#2
Xn order to meet this purpose# advertising tech
niques have had to undergo some drastic changes#
basic principles of good advertising# which

mm

The
the

Babylonians evidently recognised# still holdf only the
methods have changed#
Modem advertising dates back to the late nine
teenth century when Pyle was promoting his Pearline

Shampoo#

Some writers were using salesmanship in

copy and were extremely careless with the truth#

Some

of the unprincipled practices in modern advertisements
as pointed out by Look# were advertisements of products
which promised sure cures for woes (Indian Worm Sil
lers)! a new life giver (usydonor "Victory")# perfect
vision without glasses for the near-sighted and oldsighted (Ideal Sight Restorer)! prevention and cure of
throat and lung diseases and strengthening the voice

2M£»*

P« *•

(Improved Breathing rube)#

these principles started
J

modern advertising off with a black eye ism which it
has not completely recovered.3
AS

a result of some unprincipled practices,

modern advertising has had to convince the public that
this form of publicity is not propaganda#

Bvea now,

not infrequently, one hears advertising described in
a derogatory sense as 'propaganda# ** However, Prey made
the following observation*
Propaganda is usually thought of as deliber
ately distorted information' dissiainated in an
effort to turn persons* minds in a predetermined
direction# If this definition is accurate, then
advertising is not propaganda# While the ob
jectives are the same—to influence readers and
listeners in a specific direction——certainly the
methods are dissimilar* an exceedingly small
amount of advertising consists of "deliberately
distorted information# "4
The practice of testing and research has played
a large part in the development of effective adver
tising# This means that better methods of reaching
the public have been evolved#

New formats, new

graphic techniques, new presentation forms have been
3Look,

OP# dt»» p« 3*

4Alfrey Wesley Prey, Advertising <N@w York* The
Ronald Press Company, 1953), p# 7#
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introduced into the advertising field an the result
of testing and research*5
Blake suggests that opinions* theories* con*
Junctures* and prejudices haesper an advertising
campaign; for these attitudes ana pre*fixed ideas
prevent a modern* successful approach to adver*
tising*

Blake states that?
i

Xn the general publicity field* too
much copy is Judged by opinion and appear*
auce, Costly campaigns are launched* and
often pay the advertiser well* Yet* the
advertiser never knows the individual per*
fonaunoe of each advertisement,,*
General advertising greatly needs the
cold«blooded* analythical, scientific methods
of mail~order practice A
PUNCTXUNS CP AN AbVJEStTISXNG MEDIUM
As a retailer builds a larger business and extends
his trading area* personal association with customers
bec&aes increasingly difficult#

Accordingly* he seeks

through advertising media to keep in touch with old
custoner* as well as to attract new customers to his
store,

„

.

5John Blake* "Blind Advertising Bspenditures,"
Quoted in Gaples* Loc, Cit,* p« 3,
Olbid,, p, 10,
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Edwards and Howard states
When one contracts for space in adver
tising nedia, he purchases an opportunity to
address a determinable audience at a determine
able cost per reader...But the opportunity is
lilcely to be largely wasted unless he makes
certain in advance, that the media lie selects
will reach present customers and logical pro
spects effectively and economically*?
The enlightened retailer plans complete9 wellbalanced advertising programs and narrows down his
choices of media only after he has farailarissed him
self thoroughly with the characteristics of the several
classes of media available to him* According to
atwards and Howard* these media may be classified in
the following manneri
A. Periodical advertising media such as news

papers shopping publications* miscellaneous
periodicals!

B* Direct advertising media such as« direct
mail and miscellaneous direct media which
include dodgers, gift novelties* tele
grams* store publications* telephone;
C* Sign (mass) advertising media such as outdoor
signs* cards* taxicab signs* cards* bus and
truck posters* and sky writing*
D* Broadcast advertising media including radio,
television, portable loud speaker systems#
?fidwards and Howard* Co* Git** p* 334.
8Ibid.,

pp. 335-336.

m
rnsTWu Am immmsi w mmw mmmn&m*

Mi space and time aire
selves.

nothing is ttwu*

Thuir value depends upon how they ore used*

la order to mmimlrn that value* many advertisers,
agencies* sponsors* and asnufscturecs carry on a coa*
siderable amount of testing and research.
A manufacturer cannot always predict the effective*

neas of in advertising caiapaiga as accurately as he
would like*

But he uses the best available pretest*

ing methods* to try to forecast as accurately a» P®®*
sible the results of his contemplated investment in

advertising*
Baperienee has shown that widely offering re*
aults are obtained from different ©dvertissoents and
from different treatment of the elrsSMle of advertise*
meats having the same objective and run under com*
parable conditions.

Thus* a research approach in

deciding what specif is use ®f ®P»e« and tins gives
promise of being most productive in a given situation.®
there are several advantages of testing*

CD Test*

ing enables the retailer to guard against an sdver*
•*> -*•!

9Prey*

joe, cit*
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rising mm&gor idiose idea of agency service is oeroly
to turn out pretty lay-outs and stereotyped copy*
<2> -'asting enables the retailer to guard against
.dataken ideas which ft* himself nay have is regard to
advertising, <3) Finally, testing enables the retailer
to keep in touch with trend# In advertising,*®
Many uetiioda of testing are in coucaon use, each
peculiarly suited to the md&m employed or the
to be weighed#*•! .« weans for testing effectiveness
of advertiseaeats ate the

ommumr Jury test, inquiry

test, and the solos-result# test, These three test
are mentioned here because they ore staple enough for
any retailer to usrMMte, Neither elaborate equipment
nor a large advertising staff is required, tiaturally,

a large store would have a greater nuobor of response©
and customers involved,

Research involving pre-testing is often designated
as cc^>y. teatin.. dopy here refer© either to

m entire

advertisement or any of its individual HmMi the
*°JchB Caples, Tasted Advertising Methods (New
forks Brothers, l5blT, p, IV
iiii, b. Gloss and IS* A# Dakar, intgoductis^ jg
Southwestern publishing "Cottony,
VKTTTv. 515.
Business (Chicagoi

18
narrow sense—to the word portion only#**13
Consumer Jury Test.,

when a group of consumers are

ashed to express their views regarding proposed adver
tisements* the approach is called the c onauraer-Jury *
or controlled-opinion, method,

these opinions are

thought to be more valid on this than those of adver
tising men themselves*

The latter may be too near to

their problem and too much concerned with techniques*
The advertisements may be summarized in headlines and
display units rather than submitted to the Jury in the
finished form*

The test can be conducted either by

mail or by personal interview*
Any one of three principal procedures can be used
in this approach*

(1) The rating scale with the ratings

being done by groups of consumers*

<2) urder-of-merit

method asks typical prospective consumers to rank the
advertisements in the order of their appeal*

afcen

the choice of all the members of the Jury are tabu
lated* the desired order of merit is obtained*

<3) bn

the paired-comparisons method* the advertisements are
judged in pairs* the consumer-respondent expressing a
preference for one or the other advertisement in each

i2Prey*

Qo* Cit*. p. SSI.
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pair. Through a process of elimination-progressive
pairing of the winners in each pair-the best ail is
selected,13
Inquiry Test consists of measuring the relative
• i -

effectives ess or advertisements by counting and inter*
preting "inquiries" sent in by readers by use of; CI) a
coupon featuring an offer; (2) an offer which is given
distinction in some way such as bold face type or;
(3) an offer "hidden" in the copy.

In the last named

procedurey the customer has to read the entire advertisement in order to find the offer#14
Sales Result Test is the running of proposed new
advertisements in two or more markets or areas for
several woks while continuing the usual advertisement
procedure in other control markets and checking sales
results in all markets by means of retail store in
ventory counts#

Hie rate of sale of a product is

checked before t duringy and after the c*mpaign#13
This test is most suitable for goods which are
bought frequently and convenience for which there is
13lbid#

y

p# 421#

14Ibid..

p. 390.

13Ibid»#

p. 591
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not too strong brand loyalties*

In 1943# for example#

it was difficult to find canned Carnation Milk# for
most of the physicians prescribed Pet Milk for baby
feeding formulas*

This type of test would have been

unsuitable for Carnation Milk because of the heavy
leaning toward a particular brand of milk.
The final proof of the productiveness of any
advertising medium is the volume of sales that produces
in response to the advertisement*

Once the productive

media are fouhd# the unprofitable media are rejected*
ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Advertising has developed in recent years to the
extent that it involves the service of professional
organization—the advertising agency*
The employment of such an organization to handle
the advertising program of a store is by no means con
fined to the large department store or to the chain
store*

Often a small store with limited personnel

finds it financially feasible to hire the services of
a professional agency*
An advertising agency is an organization of skilled
advertising specialists who are experienced in serving

21

successful business firms. The modern advertising
agency is made up of a iiighly specialised group of
experts in such fields as writing, illustration, type*
setting, plaremaking, radio, television, media selection,
business management, merchandising, salesmanship, and
research. They cooperate in the planning, preparation,
and placing of advertising material for the advertisers
who are their clients.
It is the agency's Job to see that advertising is
made effective for the client, from the original pro
duct research to the final checking of advertising re*
suits.16
In terms of personnel, the modern advertising
agency may range from a one-man agency to a large
organization employing hundreds of people to carry on
its work. The large agency is usually departmentalized
into four major areas. (1)The account executives
handle all the dealings with the client. (2) The
creative department prepares a visual or audible form
of the agency's selling plan, (3) The production de
partment sees that all necessary engraving, electrotypes,
and printing plates are made for printing the sales
16J. s. Grey, "Advertising Report," Advertising
Aeencv (August, 1957), p. 5.
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message limited to printed media* (4) Hie merchan
dising department works closely with the account
executive and the creative department*

It is the job

of this department to make the advertising campaign
work effectively as part of the client *s detailed
plans for selling his product*

This department also

analyzes possible markets, suggests new merchandising
plans, and are part of the merchandising department*
(5) The media department accumulates information on
the effectiveness of various media so that it can
recommend the best media to carry the client's message
to the public*

<6> The marketing research department

checks on the effectiveness of the media and the sales
message used.

It also explores the sales possibilities

of products and markets*
Most agencies have a planning board which consists
of all department heads.

This board considers each new

advertising problem as it is presented by the client;
it revises and finally approves the agency's recom
mended advertising plan before being presented to the
client*17
17M. S. Hattwick, How T£ Use psychology fo£ Better
Advertising (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1951),
p. 33.
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COST OP ADVERTISING
The cost of advertising is associated with lowering the production cost through the process of in
creasing the demand for a product and thus making it
possible for a company to operate on a large scale
with resultant lower per unit cost*
A study of publicity expense percentages shows,

in general, that as stores grow larger they tend to
spend successively higher percentages of sales for
advertising and publicity*

Edwards and Howard noted

that the small store that draws business on the basis
of convenient location from a small continuous area
needs to spend relatively less for publicity*

A

centrally located small store often requires lower
percentages than do medium and large stores because
they thrive on the traffic drawn to the shopping dis
trict by the larger stores*

The large shopping dis

trict store that draws business from widespread area
must spend a relatively higher percentage for adver
tising in order to attract customers.

It must adver

tise continuously and vigorously to hold its large
volume in competition with numerous nieghbor stores*
Furthermore, the large store must advertise in news-

24
papers and other media with wide circulation in order
to keep in touch with the demands of customers,
In some cases, trading stamps has an effect on
advertising cost#

Their cost generally is made up

through the increased volume of sales created by
stamps#^
As pointed out by 'Williams, based on a study of
lt360 supermarkets that offered stamps, 85.3 per cent
of these stores reported that they had not changed their
prices since adding stamps} 9.3 per cent said they had
been able to lower their prices; 3,4 per cent had raised
prices,20
Higher advertising costs are associated with lower
ing the production cost through the process of in*
creasing the demand for a product and thus making it
possible for a company to operate on a larger scale,

i8Edwards

and Howard, Op, Git,, pp. 158-159,

19in Waco, the majority of retail establishments
give trading stamps such as S and H Green Stamps, fop
Value, Big Bonus, Texas Gold, ©old Bond, Guxm Brothers,
Plaid, and U. S# Green Stamps,
2°Beth Williams, "Advertising,'* McCall's, (March,
1963), p, 30.
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with resultant lower per unit cost* This procedure
is applicable also to the retail level. Businessmen
include the cost of advertising in the prices of the
goods and services they sell. Therefore, the public
actually pays for advertising. But, without adver
tising, the prices of goods and services would be much
higher.2*
By word and picture, advertising portrays the

advantages of possessing an article and creates a wide
demand. With increase in output, the cost of pro
ducing such a unit is reduced and what was a luxury
confined to the well-to-do when demand was for only a
SBall number of units comes within the means of great
masses of the population as volume decreases costs and

the selling price is reduced. Hie automobile, air
conditioner, the automatic washing machine and dryer,
and the electric refrigerator are

examples.22

Advertising is generally considered an indirect
cost of business. As a result of advertising, the

21O B. Williams, "Effective Advertising for Small
Retailers," Small Markets Aids, Vol. X (November, 1954),
pp.

2—3.

22charles Presbrey, "Advertising," Grolier Enca-

<jrjlopedia. Vol. I# P» 57.
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sales of a commodity increases to the extent that this
increase may bring about a decrease in the unit cost
that may off-set the increase in cost due to adver
tising expense.
THE ADVERTISING BUDGET
In setting the budget, the objective should not
necessarily be to keep it small*

The general assumption

is that the more one spends on advertising the more one
will increase sales up to a certain point*

The budget

should regulate the advertising so as to achieve the
maximum net profit*

Advertising expenditures are often

. based on a percentage of gross income*
The amount of money a retailer needs to spend for
advertising and what he can afford to spend are not al
ways the same*

Some fundamental steps taken by the

retailer to follow in deciding how much money to spend
for advertising during a given period are:
1. To analyze his own situation carefully;
2*

To define objectives he wishes to accomplish;

3*

To set aside the amount he proposes to use in
attaining these objectives;

4*

To set aside the amount of money needed to
utilize the methods effectively, provided
he can afford to do so*
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The size of the advertising budget should be
determined by long range and immediate sales objectives
and by comparison with like expenditures of other busi
nesses• Some of the basic factors to be considered in
budgeting are: (1) Time factor. Plans should be made
far in advance to meet the retailer*s particular needs
as regards the frequency of advertising such as annually,
semi-annually, quarterly, or oftener. (2) Flexibility*
The budget should be flexible enough to meet the unpredicted slump or rise in general economic activity*
A change in the over-all marketing plans and strategy,
with a resulting effect on the amount of money neces
sary for the advertising program, would necessitate
a change in the advertising budget. (3) Special
characteristics of the merchandise to be sold* These
determine the type of product, features involved, ap
praisal, volume and related factors-all of which raust
be considered. (4) Sales promotions. These involve
certain items which some companies consider a sales
promotion type expenditure or good-will type which can
not easily be allocated to any other account in the
budget such as Christmas presents for employees, bonuses,
and paid vacations.
23Neil Borden, the Economic Effects of Advertising
(Chicago: Richard D» Irwin, Inc., 1942), p. o4.
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RETAIL ADVERTISING
In general, most advertising i3 done by manufacturers*

To attract customers, advertising is also

done by retailers*

The major aids for retail adver

tising, according to Duncan and Phillips ares
1*

Move goods out of the store by telling
people your store has what they need
and want*

2*

Create desire for the different kinds of
merchandise or service you have to sell*

3*

Keep alive peoples' interest in store
between buying visits*

4.

So impress people with the values and
services you offer that they will prefer
to buy all their needs in your lines
from you*

5*

Create and increase good-will for your
business*24

Duncan and Phillips list two other types of re
tail advertising; (1) promotional or direct-action
advertising and (2) indirect-action advertising.
The chief aim of promotional or direct action
advertising is to attract customers to the store to
buy a particular item of goods*

The ways usually used

2*Delbert J* Duncan and Charles P. Phillips,
Retailing Principles and Methods (Chicago: Irwin, Inc.
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for that type of advertising aret (1) the merchandise
is offered at its regular price—but the public is
merely reminded of its usefulness; <2) a bargain price
is used to appeal to the prospective customer; and
(3) clearance—sale, or marked-down prices to move
items that are not fast sellers, or slightly damaged
or soiled goods, etc.
The institutional or indirect-action advertising
is an approach used by the store to promote good-will.
This method is effective because where many stores
handle the same merchandise, a customer has to be
attracted to the particular store for a merchandise
that is sold at another store.

Why a customer selects

a particular store for the purchase depends largely on
the good-will of the store.
The small as well as the large retail store has
recognized the importance of advertising. However, it
is more difficult for a retailer to present an adver
tising copy than the manufacturer, due to the work in
volved.
The problem involved is the retailer has a limited
budget in which to operate and he does not have special-

2^Ibid.,

p. 36S.

3Q
ist that are trained and better .informed regarding
a particular kind of merchandise. Generally# his
staff lacks the interest to do the Job properly and
as a result the store is unprogressive. Consequently#
the manufacturer is able to give the retailer advice
on advertising media being used by other retailers
to increase sales of the product under consideration.
The manufacturer has the professional service of ©en
to prepare the advertisement on the basis of the advertising and market research that has been made by
the manufacturer or an independent agency.
The small retail store advertising is done primari
ly by the proprietor. He has the problem of planning#
preparing and checking of activities he believes to be
advisable. This often has to be done with the inter
ruption of the other activities of the store personnel.
The problem of retail advertising in the chain
stores are unlike those of the individual proprietor.
Por example# they have a crew that are employed to
travel and produce various advertising media for sales
promotion^*
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CO«OPERAT1VEWU>VJRTISING
Co-opftitive advertising Is widely used by many
manufacturers. Go-operative advertising is a method
wherein group action is used to supplement individual
action in informing the public*

Xfcis has been found

to be an excellent method to use to compete with other
groups which distribute within the sane trade or in
dustry*

Too, co-operative advertising is ©ore economi

cal and extensive than individual advertising*

Managed

properly, both the dealer and manufacturer are enabled
to buy ©ore advertising space than could be possibly
bought individually*

Actually, the dealer and manu

facturer make their budgets and are able to buy ©ore
advertising space than would be possible if each one
advertised individually*

Some manufacturers have al

lowances for this purpose based on percentage of busi
ness obtained by the© fro© individual dealers*
It seems that co-operative advertising has ©any
advantages and will increase in its function* In an
issue of the printer^ Ink, statistics were given on
the progress of co-operative advertising *

It sii«

marized the report made by Lester Krugraan, vicepresident for advertising and public relations at
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National Telefilm Associate, on the progress of co
operative advertising#

The study showed that sixty-

three of the 100 top national advertisers engage in
co-operative advertising#

He concludes that fro© all

indications, co-operative advertising has as sauch
potential as ever...«and is not about to be elininated.26

^special Report, "Co-operative Advertising,"
Print or'a In*. 27H30, May, I960,

aiAprBR m
SCMB BCONOKXC AND SOCIAL BPFLCTS OP AOVBRTISIMS
the advertising industry saintalas that in most
lines, especially in products of frequent purchase,
the consumer's outlay for cost of informing him is
very small in relation to the benefits obtained* It
is contended that without the dissemination of in
formation there would be fewer sales and both manu
facturing and distribution costs would be higher and
the consumer outlay also higher. Thus, it is con
cluded that the effects of advertising on the whole
economy is such that the consumer's income and whole
standard of living are raised to an extent that makes
the change for advertising small in Importance**
Some of the best authorities have said that adver
tising today takes many forms and has changed as radical
ly from the early town-crier as has any other occupa
tion or profession.
Bess found in the study, Advertising I£& ftconcuftfi.
Philosophy. a£& Technique^, that advertising plays a
tremendously important part in the process of getting
goods and services fro® the manufacturer to the conilklwards and Howard, dta. Cil** pp» 158-159*
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sumer*

There has been considerable effort in some

quarters during the last few years to argue that
advertising is an unessential element of our civili
zation*The world Took states that advertising is a vital
factor in our economic life*

It constantly stimulates

consumer needs and wants for products and services.
Advertising must be honesty and it must be in good
taste.

To forbid the false advertising in selling

of goods is the duty of the Federal Trade Commission*

3

Robertson has said, that there are two things one
needs to know to evaluate advertisement.

"(I).,.what

the reader does to the ad, that is if he remembers
seeing it, and if so, how much of it he read, if any?
(2)...what the ad does to the reader, that is how and
to what degree it influenced his attitude toward the
service or product advertised.

i'is!';"i%f sisfisi=*

uliV

1? ^

: sar-

^
3"Advertisine," Ojs eortd
(Chicago! Field
Enterprises| Inc., V<«VlI, Copyright Renewed, 1937)

2S&,

p. 6033*

4s. B. Robinson, "M Readership neseardJ," Ai2a£ar Agency Ma^azlne» June 20, 1058, p. -0.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP SURVEY FINDINGS
TECHNIQUE
In order to obtain reliable information on the
advertising practices in Waco, Texas, an effort was
made to study the diverse needs and interests of
twenty retail dry goods stores of that city.
The information has been assembled from various
owners, managers, and advertising managers of the
twenty stores contacted for this study,

A question

naire form, containing a total of twenty-two major
statements about the advertising practices of these
stores, furnished the basis for the accumulation of
data (Appendix A),

The questionnaire was personally

submitted to each subject during an interview with the
writer, but each subject completed the questionnaire
independently.
Most of the information derived from the completed
questionnaire is summarized in tables or in graphic
form for convenience of interpretation.

Although the

actual counts of data and percentages derived from
them are factual, the numbers represented by this
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study are "too snail to permit the use of -ore titan a
limited amount of generalisation*
WOLIS
A series of questions sought to determine practices
used by the stores in the study with regard to advertis
ing,

All of the twenty stores considered advertising to

be good business practice.

This result was as expected*

because all the stores in the study participated in mul
tiple forms of advertising,
'.;nly tvo of the twenty a tore® <10 per cent), allow
ed agencies to plan their advertising*

Of the two* one

store indicated that it placed advertising with wore than
one agency, and this store also indicated that agencies
we e patronized because of <1> economic advantage, and
(2) advertising abilities of the agencies*
Seven stores reported •hat they maintained an adver
tising staff as a part of their store personnel, while
thirteen stores <65 per cent), .reported they did not*
Pour of the stores reported that a part of their adver
tising was carried on by offices located in other cities*
but the remaining sixteen stores did not answer this
v

question*
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The data tabulated in the above paragraphs are
presented in Table X# which shows the

practice in

advertising and the number reporting with "yes" and
"no" to each practice*

Perhaps the most significant

finding here is that more than eighty per cent of the
advertising carried on by these stores is originated
by the advertiser*
Specified Advertising media constituted a com**
plex question due to the large number of such media
and the difficulty of pinpointing the extent of their
use.

To simplify the problem of answering this question,

the twelve media were arranged in a double column with
a graduated scale opposite each column consisting of
the numbers 1 through 5 indicating rates of use from
"never" to "always."*

This arrangement is shown in

the specimen questionnaire (Appendix A)*

The tabula*

tions of data obtained from answers to this question
are detailed in Table II# page 44*
The responses which may be considered most signi
ficant in Table IX are those indicating continuous use
of certain media and the manner in which each medium
was used.

It shows too, the total number of partici

pation and responses of each medium*
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TABLE I
MAJOR ADVERTISING POLICIES IN TWENTY DRY GOODS STORES
USING ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND ADVERTISING STAFFS
IN WACO* TEXAS, 1960-62,

Practice in advertising
Yes
Advertising is good

Questionnaire results
Not
No
applicable
No
reolv

20

0

Planned by agency

2

16

More than one agency

1

18

1

Reason for patronizing
advertising agencies
a. Economic advantage

1*

1

18

b. Advertising ability

1*

1

18

Employment of an adver
tising staff

7

Advertising by head
office

4

13
16

•Same store
Source i Questionnaire submitted to dry goods stores
in Waco, Texas, 1960-62.
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.Eighteen stores out of a total of twenty report*
ing the use of **window displays" indicated tbey always
used them*

Window displays advertise a store's pro*

ducts and attract people inside* Special display
firms or the sales promotion departments of stores
prepare window displays*

Manufacturers and whole*

salers may also supply stores witb window display
materials*2
Following in frequency of use was newspaper*
with eleven stores out of

a total of

nineteen say*

ing they always used newspaper advertising, and only
one reporting that this medium was never used*

The

least popular advertising medium appeared to be the
catalogues, magazines, and motion pictures*

In an inquiry to determine whether stores tested
to determine results of their advertising, four stores
reported negatively and sixteen reported affirmatively*
A st&ordinate question regarding method of testing
used is shown in Table III, page 40*
Th« consumer-Jury test is primarily a pre*
testing dcvide and is referred to as an opinion test
to determine which advertisement will have the greatest
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TABLE IZI
NUMBER OP DRY GOODS STORES USING DZFFERENT
TEST OP ADVERTZSZNG EFFECTIVENESS
IN WACO, TEXAS, 1960-62.

Type of teat

Number
using test

Consumer Jury test

0

Inquiry test

5

Sales Result test

15
0

Other
Total

Sourcei

20
Survey conducted in Waco, Texas, 1960—62.
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scales effectiveness*

It is revealed in this study

that no stores used the consumer-jury teat.
It is obvious that four of the stores reporting
the use of the inquiry test, while one store reporting
use only the inquiry teat*
In reporting the annual cost of their adver
tising, stores were asked to indicate costs within
given ranges*

The result of this is given in Table IV,

page 48*
A substantial majority of the stores reported
annual advertising outlays between $1,000 and $19,999,
with seventeen out of the twenty stores reporting in
this range*

One store reported advertising expenses

of less than $1,000 per year, while two stores reported
significantly higher expenses above 140,000* It was
noted that these stores spent 2 per cent of sales
volume on advertising. This means that, according to
Table IV, the approximate average total sales volume
per year is $30,000 to $2,000,000*

At this same rate,

one store had less than $50,000 while two other stores
hod $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 annually.
Percentages of increase in store sales reported
aa a result of advertising practices are difficult to
interpret because many relevant factors were not in-
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eluded in tills study. However, the fast# are obvious
that all stores in the study credited sales increases
to advertising.
In an attempt to determine whether store manage
ment considered their sales results satisfactory in
comparison with costs of advertising, this question
was asked.

Pifteen stores indicated that results

were satisfactory, and five replied that the results

were unsatisfactory*
not sought*

Reasons for their replies were

See Table V, page SO*

Bight of the twenty stores in the study were
classified as regional chain stores, and the twelve
remaining stores were classified as individual or
owner-operated.

Of the chain stores, three indicated

that their advertising was supervised by a central
office in another city*
The committee for Economic development, in at*
tempting to show the relationship of business units,
states that 98 pes cent of the business units in
America have

fewer than fifty employees and would be

classed by anyone as snail business#

for Economic Development, 1957;, p.
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TABLE V
PER CENT OP INCREASE IN SALES REPORTED AS A RESULT OP
ADVERTISING IN THE TEN YEAR PERIOD, 1950*60,
BY TWENTY DRY GOODS STORES IN WACO, TEXAS
1960*62 *

Range of per cent increase in sales
1% to 19%

Number
of stores
15

20 to 39

4

40 to 59

0

60 to 79

0

80% or more

1

Source s Questionnaire submitted to dry goods
stores in Waco, Texas, 1960*62•

The woat recent Census figures show that of the
approximately 31317,000 business units in this country,
sous 3,265,000 had fewer than fifty employees#4
According to the Cosfcaittee Report, all stores in
the itoco area included in this study would be snail
stores*
The stores in this study were classified according
to sire on the basis of opinion of the person inter*
viewed and the number of employees each maintained.
The classification of data are in Figure I, page 52*
In response to an inquiry about the budgeting
of advertising funds, seventeen stores indicated they
budgeted advertising funds, with the amount# of bud
gets determined on the basis of from 2 per cent to 3
per cent of annual sales volume#

A similar question

seeking to determine the percentage relation of adver
tising expenditures with dollar sales received the
sane response*
Bight of the stores included in the study were
organised into departments, but none of these ai-

located their advertising budgets on a departmental
basis. Although no explanations were node, it sey be

4Ibld..

p. 14.

52

|

S^l
45#
1 to 21 employees

Medium Btores
3556
22 to 45 employees
Large stores
20#
46 employees and over

0

1

10

1

20

I

30

I

40

!

50

I

60

1

70

•

80

1

90

1

100

Percentage of participation
FIGURE 1
PERCENTAGE OF SIZE OF STORE AND NUMBER 0.F EMPLOYEES
AMONG THE TWENTY DRY GOODS STORES
SURVEYED IN WACO, TEXAS
Source J

Questionnaire completed during the year of 1960-62.

assumed that a core managers prefer to exercise their
own discretion in advertising various saercfaaa&ise at
seasonable times*

in this connection, it is significant

that eighteen of the twenty stores in the study reported
higher advertising costs at certain seasons of the year
than at other times*
The concluding question of the study elicited a
response similar to the first question of the study,
relating to whether store manager considered adver
tising to be goed business practice*

Managers were

asked if they considered their advertising programs
effective. All replied affirmatively*
with regard to the future, nineteen of the stores
indicated that they expect to spend more for adver
tising than they do now*

CHAPTER

v

dlft&ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Advertisement is a for© of selling* its purpose
is to persuade people to buy goods or services, or to
accept a point of view, Advertising messages are
carried to large audience through newspapers, roagasines,
radio, television, and other means of getting public
attention.
The purpose of the present study was to deter**
nine the effectiveness of advertising practices of
twenty retail dry goods stores in Waco, Texas, Data
were obtained by means of a questionnaire and sup
plementary forms submitted to advertising personnel
in 1960-1963.
The importance of testing and research has been
greatly emphasised in the literature* The twenty
stores in this study, however, conduct only a limited
program in this area, Bven on the basis of this limited
testing and research, there is a strong indication of
increase in sales a® a direct result of these adver
tising practices.

An intensive testing and research

program eight appreciably mcrease sales as well as
effect social and economic benefits in the community.
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The questionnaire was composed of twenty-two
statements about advertising practices.

After the

project was explained to the individuals interviewed,
they proceeded to execute the form.
The survey indicated that all stores carried cm
one or more media of advertising. Prom the reported
increase in percentage of sales, it is evident that
advertising has in some way contributed to the success
of each business.
The leading media of advertising found in this
study were window displays and newspapers*

One store

owner commented that he found his advertising dollar
too contentrated in an effort to use the newspapers as
»

well as the radio, even though there seemed to be better
results from the former. Even though radio has been
considered one of the modern media in terms of adver
tising, it ranked third in total numbers of users,
followed by direct mail, in the present survey. The
telephone directory was ranked fifth in total numbers of
users. On the other hand, motion pictures, magazines,
catalogues, bill boards, and television were listed most
frequently, in the order given, as never being used as
advertising media by the stores being surveyed. Two
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stores employed advertising agencies.
Only cwo tests, the sales results test and the
inquiry test were used for research to determine
effectiveness in advertising*
Window displays as an advertising medium was found
to be the most effective with the newspaper second* and
the radio third*
vision*

Most of the stores seldom used tele

A few used television and radio for special

sales campaigns.

Bxcept for the chain stores which

had s central advertising office* there was no specie!
staff*

only two stores used advertising agencies*

Two

of the largest stores had an advertising budget of over
$60*000; the average budget for the other stores ranged
from $1*000 to $19*909*
Xn conclusion* the results of the present study
indicates that advertising is a good practice and that
the window display is by far the most effective adver
tising medium*
Su -eations for future study. Inventions are
causing modern advertising practices to change rapidly*
Television has changed the habits of millions of
families*

A study of the effect of radio

and tele

vision advertising at the retail level might be en
lightening*

The present study showed that a majority
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of the stores surveyed never used television as m
advertising medium*

Hie reasons were not given*

A second area of interest would he a study of
the seasonal variations in advertising cost* According
to information given on the questionnaire, there is a
seasonal difference.

No effort to easplore this aspect

of advsrtising cost was made in this study*
v

A third study might be an analysis of consumer

••

buying habits with particular emphasis upon the value
of trading stamps.
!' "

. • / :•

*
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APPENDIX

1, Do you think advertising is good practice? yeno
2. Do advertising agencies plan your advertisements? yes_

no.

If yes, plea e give name and location3
3

_

Do you use more than one agency in your planning? yes

„

no

Do you patronize agencies becesue of: Economic advantage, yes no_
Advertising ability, yes. n no..
9.

Do you have an advertising staff as part of store personnel? yes
no

6, Is part of your advertising done by local personnel and part by the
main office in another city? yes
no,

media used?
Circle one.

fH
CD
>
0)
f—1

Radio
News Paper
Television
notion Picture
Direct Mail
Window Display

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
r—1
O
CO

CO
CD
'-"i
•H
4-3 <—
cy £>
a 4->
0
CO O

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

u

TJ

h
k
k
k
k

Ls

U)

Cj

5
5
5
5
9
5

Phone Dir.
Magazine
Bill Boards
Catalog
Souvenirs
Others

8. Do you test to determine results in advertising?
If yes, what method of testing do you use?
t
_•— j—j.
14-4-^^4Sales resuittest
Inquiry
test

!H
O
CD
{> fH
CD <D
tn CO

0)
•H
-jj
CD
&
O
CO

1
1
1
1
1
1

3 k
3 L
3 k
3 u
3 k
3 b

2
2
2
2
2
2

yes__
yes

a
Co
©
-p
CH iH
0
•>

5
5
9
9
5
9

ncb

Cons"imer*Jury test
Others

9.

More, ( ).
10.

Approximately, what percent of increase har e you noticed as a re
sult of advertising practices in the past ten years? l/o to lyn )
20% to 39fi, ( ), ko% to 59%, ( )| 6Ct, to 79%, ( ); more, ( )

11.

Is the cost of Advertising satisfactorly according to results?
yes
no

12.

no
Is this store a member of a chain? yes
advertising supervised, mainly by head office?

If yes, is
y©s_
no_
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Supplementary ftiostlonjiaire
1,

How would you rate this store according to size:

2«

Approximately how many are employed in this store?

3*

Does this store utilize the services oft

U«
5,

a( small
b) medium"
e) large

Advertising Agencies
Advertising Staff
Ned. ther
If you use advertising staff to plan advertising, how many perform
this task,
Are these f\ill time employees? ( ) ( )
yes
no
Is advertising expenditure budgeted? ( ) ( )
yes
no
If yes, what is the basis for the appropreetion?

6.

What is the percentage relationship between dollar sale aid advertising
expenditure?
,

7,

Is this store organized into departments, (

6.

9«
10k

) ( )
yes
no
If yes, is the cost of advertising allocated to different departments
of the store? ( ) ( )
yes
no
Is the cost of advertising higher during different seasons of the
year? ( ) ( )
yes
no

Do you expect to spend more for advertising in the future? (
Would you consider your advertising program effective?

Remake

( )
yes

) { )
yes
no
(

)
no

